


It was a question mainly of the second generation of 
E u r o p n  Pop Ar~ists, who were very aggressive and veq  
mogmt .  1 had the f'eeling of being '"used." And H dso k g m  
to realize that P was ftmdaqentaliy interested in a particular 
stream of activity where many diEerent things came 
together, from literature to pee, to the visual arts, and 
even to p d o m m c e  (or to "actionsP' as they were called in 
the early 60s). I was very much anwe of the general history 
of culture, and this ailowed me to build bridges between 
religious ritual and actions or pr fommce,  and to create a 
n m k r  of links between ancient, local craft waditions and 
the mechanical techniques associated with modernity. 

My attraction to inter-media artists was cemented in the 
early 70s. In 1972 I happened to visit a snripgl exhibition in 
Berlin where I met the American artist Joe Jones, along with 
Helga Retzer, of the DAAD, a program for foreign artists in 
Berlin. I loved the quality of Joe Jones' work. Then I met 
Giinier Bms, who introduced me to Hennann Nitsch, who 
introduced me to the rest of the Viennese Akhionists, to the 
Wiener Gmppe, and &so to Pierre Molinier and ot8lers. My 
real conversion came about as the result of seeing the 
behavior of the artists themselves. I was struck by their 
generosity and accessibility and openness to other media and 
disciplines, which other artists at the time did not 
demonstrate. So I said to myself, 'This is a part ofthe world 
I do not know." 

In Romanticisan, witla Schlegel and others, they speak of a 
Sanctity of Art, and this is an attitude to uhich I feel most 
drawn. Hn fact, someone asked nae the other day why I don't 
establish a Church of ~ n y  own, such as Robert Delford 
Brown's Church of beExq~Gsite Panic Incorporated. But I'm 
really much more interested in my own idea of a fetish 
collection, which I continue to develop and plan to present 
at sometime in tlxe fairly near future. Art is so much purer 
than the church. Artists don't have to do miracles, since they 
themselves are miracles, and encounters witli certain artists 
can truly change your life. The official saints of the church 
are first of all chauvinists in the service of tlte political goals 
of the church. Real saints don't have to perfom miracles to 
prove their sanctity. Artists are involved in the everyday 
chaos of life and art, and they promote a debate which is 
somehow central to the notion of enlightenment. 

rtliat happened wirlr your gallery in Vknice? 

After making tlre acquaintance of Nitsch, Joe Jones, Gerhard 

4aiihm and the Wiener Gsdppe, 1 returned to Venice and 
simpiy dosed the gallery. I h e w  it was hime to do 
something new. A certain Conte Baglioni then told meabut  
an empty palace he laad in Asoh, which is a smdl t o m  not 
E x  fmm Venice and Treviso. It was famous for its Pdiadim 
villas, and especially r"or Villa Maser, and in the 1970s it 
was vimdEy a paradise, with a p p u l a ~ o n  of about five 
hmdred popEe and no tourism. P5hHazzo Baglioni was a 
perfect situation and 1 was very happy with the idea of being 
able to rent it. So I created a small private gdleagi a d  
invited various artists to come to Asolo to hold shows in it. 
h e  Jones stayed in Asolo for dl! of seven years! The move 
to Asolo happened just that fast and I was dready certain of 
the new path I had to follow. Nitscir at Asolo produced what 
he considers one of his finest works, the "Asolo IRaum," last 
exhibited in the MOCA touring exhibition "Out of Actions." 
Bms did a work called "La Croce Qel Veneto " Tllen came 
Muehl, Marchetti, Juan Hidalgo, Alison Knowles, Emmett 
Williams, Faam June Paik, CaroBee Schneemann, Chariiotte 
Mooman, Philip Corner, T&&o Saito, and many other 
inter-media mists. There was also Michael Monis and 
Vincent Trasov working on their extensive archive and 
plmniwg editions and performances, and Inany others as 
you%e mentioned earlier. In 11979 I left Asolo since it had 
become too isolated for the kind of art productions and 
exhibitions I foresaw. 1 moved no Verona, and began 
producing editions on many materials from linen to vinyl 
and stained glass, fine artist books, performance 
photography. I sold my old collection of European Pop Art 
and dedicated myself to the art of tale artists H truly 
appreciate. Itwas in my house in Verona that Robert FFiliiou 
did his last performance before entering the Buddhist 
monastery in which he died. 

M y  do you work w&h such a nrsrrolv range ojapl'ids? 

Work by the artisis I arn interested in will become part of the 
history of art, and I believe that every fifty years we make 
the same mistake with artists of their caliber-the Cages, 
the Brechts, the Wiggins. We avoid the artists of today who 
are importaxit for new conceptual departures, ruptures with 
tradition, those who fall through the cracks of both 
institutional support and commercial structures. Many of the 
artists I have worked with, from the Viennese Aktionists to 
Pierre Molinier, have directly informed the work of well- 
known contemporary artists, many of whom are over- 
promoted in the commercial art world-Mike Kelley, Paul 



McCarthy, Bruce Naurnan, Jeff Koons, Chia, the 
transavanguardia and people Iike that. This isn't to say that 
they are not good artists, but people ought to know that they 
owe a great deal of their inspiration to inter-media, and to 
transgressive acts on the part of artists who came before 
them. The marketplace, however, is blind to d1 of this, since 
it is bound to the images of only a very few artists whom it 
crassly promotes and throws into the limelight, time after 
time after time. The Church of Art has its own Paradise, 
Purgatory and Hell. The m e  creators live in its Paradise. 
Purgatory is for the mediocre artists. Hell is where we find 
the copiers, whose only real God is money as their God. 
Creativity has nothing to do with capitalist promotion and 
propaganda machines. Creativity has nothing to do with 
capital gains, and I say this as an ex-businessman who 
understands the relationship between art and capital! With 
this in rnind I have to say I have a great prejudice against the 
dominant interests of the American art market and 
influential art institutions. It's not that I have anything 
against Americans, but I abhor the id&% that Art equals 
Money. 

You don't think that commercial success is i~tmporta~t 

This relationship between art and money is a thorny issue. 
I have many American artist friends but no country anistreats 
its artists so badly as America. They often come to Europe to 
find a haven. In America, there are great people who have 
died poor. Why do we not look at the past and learn from it, 
taking up what was mistreated-such as the work of Cage, 
who is still greatly undervalued. The sane could have been 
said of Magritte not too long ago. Or of Breton and 
Marinetti. Europe too is far from safe from the idea that art 
equals money. The problem is that the museurn donors are 
largely business people, socialites and so on. As capitalists 
tliey want to apply the same parameters they give to business 
to the inuseurns they represent in trust, with an eye to the 
bottom line-which is not a bad attitude-but that eye 
invariably extends to the crass promotion of art and artists 
they have a vested interest in. A ~nuseum's tax credit for a 
donation is no longer enoug11-the meddling is incredible. 
The commercial galleries enter the lnuseutns and leave out 
the very essence of creativity. Their only concern is with the 
board of directors. 

It's tnuch the same with art and architecture. Frank Gehry's 
Guggenheirn Bilbao ought to create a sense of hope: here is 
an architect who understands to some extent the relationship 
between artist, artwork, space and architect, in a foreign 
land. But this isn't to say that he understands the 

international conte.xt in which he is asked to work, which is 
very difficult and problematic, and marked by the 
Guggenheim's embrace of global capitalism. Global and 
international are quite different. The most obvious, 
annoying thing about Bilbao is the lack of Spanish artists; a 
few Tapies at one end of the third floor isn't enough. And 
where is ZN, one of Spain's most creative movements of all 
times? And what about the curators and program staff! Who 
do they represent? I think you will find that they represent 
the interests of cultural imperialism. Bilbao, fortunately 
enough, is a Basque tenitony that puts up resistance to this 
sort of colonization, and I hope that this attitude of global 
cultural imperialism will become just as unacceptable 
everywhere. And I realize the world is encouraged to 
embrace a Disneyfied culturd landscape right now but again 
it will be artists who offer a way out, providing a counter 
current against this horribly boring global trend that is 
limited to the bottom line politics of creative capitatism and 
not able to handle the anarchy of great art. 

Real art will always exist outside the walls of the 
commercial culturaI behemoths fostered by the watchers of 
the bottom line -beyond the ice-cream stands, restaurants, 
gifl shops, ticket booths, and the great landscape of the 
museum as cultural attraction which is being domesticated 
for mass consumption, Iike a cultural Disneyland, which is 
what the Getty amounts to. The real spectacles of a living 
culture are still to be found outside these one-stop culture 
traps. And the average citizen isn't used to a train without a 
conductor. Where is it going to lead? Will the doors open to 
Paradise? You get out and the first thing you meet is an 
espresso machine, ice cream, you look at the panorama, and 
you bring what skills you have to understanding the visual 
and aural stimuli before you. Across America, government 
and private interests have severely cut arts spending in 
publ~c schools just when young people (and adults for that 
matter) need more information to decipher or deconstruct 
the commercial image landscape. Why would you do that to 
the young citizens of the world? It is a very, very confusing 
landscape and one needs to be informed of cultural histories, 
of politics and intellectual strategies, of an ideological base 
to decipher the commercial image landscape to see how it 
affects one's values and needs. The high school in Colorado 
that suffered the massacre, Columbine, can you tell me what 
level of importance the arts played at that school prior to the 
shootings? I vvollld not be surprised to hear that the killers 
of fellow students and teachers did not have access to arts 
programs where feelings of isolation and inadequacy, or 
superiority and so on, could be addressed, where their 
creativity could be channeled. Now Columbine will turn to 
the arts like it is a soother, a salve. But it is too late. Real art 
does not exist in the vacuum in which they will likely bring 



it. There is one successful context for remedid arts, the work 
of T i n  Rollins and Kids Of Sunlivd comes lo mind, and his 
process takes a great deal of time, patience and hard work, 
a willingness to understand an often diSficuHt cultural history 
that is often at odds with the Puritanical threads of thought 
that permeate public thought in America. 

The sense of spirit and mystery must coexist with a critical 
approach to art. This is often impossible in Italy. Coca-Cola 
and the Catholic church oAen seem to be branches of the 
same organization. Behind the mbnc of a m o d  culture is 
the culture of the pretense of converting others, which is 
something I cannot accept. Two years ago in Perugia, they 
slammed the door in the face of the Dalai L m a .  They have 
always closed the door on equality of the sexes. As a woman 
why would you accept an interpretation of ilie scriptures that 
casts you as second best, less than, and open to abuse? 

Art and the church have more in common than the notions 
of paradise, purgatory and hell. The church is a model for an 
institution like the Getty, and both the church and the 
musetuns have abandoned the very meaning of the culture 
they ought to foster. Just think of the way in which the 
Second Vatican Council discarded the traditions of its own 
functions and its own music, replacing them with folk 
masses, pop songs, and sing-alongs. Today's museum 
curators are involved in the very same thing. Their only 
co~nmitlnent is to the secular parameters of present-day 
market economies. Just as cuisine has been reduced to 
hamburgers, the church and the museum have likewise 
suffered an enormous loss in cultural awareness. And these 
poisonous attitudes have already been accepted. 

You think odjtourseCfnot only as a collector, bat also as an 
archivist. 

I think the importance of archives is still overlooked. If the 
Fluxus artists will not be forgotten, it is because of these 
young scholars who have taken it upon them elves to 
recognize these saints who have been demonized in official 
culture but who have been recognized in these very 
interesting publications. There is a great abundance ofbooks 
written about inter-media. But where do you go to find a 
book printed in an edition of only a thousand copies? You 
have to look for them in the Archive Solm in Stuttgart, or 
at the Conz Archive in Verona, or wit11 Plug In Editions on 
the internet, and I think it is ridiculous that museums do not 
buy archives. Museums should see it as a duty to recognize 
people who have collected books, preserved documents and 
organized archives of mail art, like Anna Banana's archive. 
They should purchase archives such as the one organized by 

MichaeI Morris and Vincent Trasov of Image Bank, and by 
Scott Watso~n at the Belkin Art Gallery in Vancouver. In 
Vmcouver, they are organizing a precious archive of mail 
art from Ray Johnson. Their touring exhibition of Ray 
Johnson correspondence art re-assesses the impact of mail- 
art, ephemera, scatological references and so forth, all of 
which are important starting points. The Whitney's recent 
Ray Johnson show missed the mark. The Whitney has a 
market-driven program and they weren't able to deal with 
the ephemera that lay in the strategy behind Ray Johnson's 
work. I think the Vancouver-based artist Michael Morris 
understands the social dynamics that inhse Ray Johnson's 
best work and he explores this with great success. Another 
great archive in which the museum's have shotvn no interest 
is the photo archive of Dick Higgins. 

We are living in a period of ignorant collectors who remain 
doggedly unaware of tlle whole atomic age and the infinite 
possibilities of information which are offered by the modern 
media. These coilectors do not want to know, they just do 
not want to know. A Morandi lithograph, for instance, 
published in an edition of forty, will sell for twenty-five 
thousand dollars. A good original work by John Cage will be 
sold for less than half that much. The level of disinfonnation 
seems like a true and proper plot, a veritable inquisition 
with true and proper martyrs: artists who suffer privately 
and in silence. Responsibility for culture lies entirely in the 
hands of curators, museums and conservators who are paid 
by the state, and who offer no recognition to the 
expansiveness of creativity. Here too, of course, you'll find 
exceptions, but there's a generally demonic atmosphere 
around these captains of culture who rehse to recognize true 
creativity, and to whom it never occurs that the seeds of 
creativity may very well be revealed by a crumpled piece of 
paper or some other scrap of ephemera in an artist's archive. 

@'hat will happen to your Archives with so many 
thousan& of pieces? 

Well, we are tied to the economics of conservation and 
promotion. It needs a big museum. I have thousands of 
negatives and I don't have the h n d s  to print them. I need 
assistants, but Z don't want to have to instruct them on the 
intrinsic value of all these works. It is a vast Archive, one of 
the largest in Europe. The museums are generally not yet 
interested. Money makes money, and <art is a form of 
currency. But this work does not have a market. They will 
pay three hundred thousand dollars to buy a small and 
insignificant Warhol, but when they are offered a vast 
archive of intermedia artists, they do not want it. 



But somehow or another, the Archive will survive. Or maybe have lived. The artist as some kind of star is a very new 
it will and maybe it won". I'd like it to survive, since so notion, and a notion that doesn't really interest me. Artists 
much passion and energy have gone into creating it, but I are important when they live according to values that society 
also understand that I have done what I have done because doesn't know how to preserve or respect. The artist who lives 
I have wanted to do it. And having done it is in many ways like a millionaire will suffer from the same poverty of spirit 
enough. 1 have chosen the way I want to live my life, and the that ai3ict.s the lives of a41 the rest of the millionaires. I'm 
people with whom I have wanted to live it. There are real much more interested in the artist who can live like a saint. 
values involved. I have complained about the museums, I 
have complained about the market, I have complained about 
all sorts of things, but I have no complaints about the life I 
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